EU Issue Tracker

EU Regulatory Intelligence
at Your Fingertips
Stay informed on the EU’s inner-workings with research
and analysis from our team of policy experts on-the-ground
in Brussels capturing the latest developments and future
timelines on all EU dossiers.

Drive strategic policy decisions
and outcomes.
Our policy intelligence platform combines cuttingedge technology with human analysis giving you
the information and expertise you need to identify
organizational risks and opportunities.

Access powerful analysis
on policy developments.
Get clear and concise research insights from
our policy experts, covering all of the EU’s
regulatory agencies at a granular level so
you can easily follow individual measures.

Provide regulatory radar
for your organization.
Our policy radar identifies future regulatory
risks and policy initiatives before they become
formal proposals.

To learn more about EU Issue Tracker, click here

EU Issue Tracker

Key Benefits:

Complete coverage.

Our policy experts cover all of the EU’s
regulatory agencies at a granular level so
you can follow individual measures and clearly
see how existing regulations will change.

Proactive identification of risks.

We make sense of developments coming out
of the Commission and other regulatory
bodies, and send you the insight you need to
navigate EU policy.

Clear and concise updates.

Cut through the noise and be alerted on
what matters with timely and targeted
updates. Written by our policy experts,
our updates include summaries on the
latest developments, future timelines,
key stakeholders, and next steps on all
the initiatives you’re monitoring.

Early warning radar.

Don’t worry about missing opportunities
to shape policy. Our future policy radar
provides horizon scanning and identifies
future regulatory risks before they
become formal proposals.

Detailed procedural timelines
& official documentation.

The EU legislative procedure can be
complicated. We lay it out step-by-step,
giving you the context you need on each
step with access to the official documents
that make up each dossier.

To learn more about EU Issue Tracker, click here

Global Issues &
Stakeholder Management
Mitigate risks, identify opportunities, engage with key stakeholders,
and spot trends arising from public policy worldwide.

Tap into the largest set of public policy
data from 21 countries across North
America, South America, Europe,
and Asia-Pacific. Discover policy
documentation, legislator profiles,
and trends in national governments.
Prioritize and coordinate messaging,
documents, and tasks on key issues
across your global offices.

Policy coverage
today includes:
• Argentina

• Mexico

• Australia

• Netherlands

• Brazil

• Peru

• Canada

• Russia

• Chile

• Sweden

• Colombia

• Switzerland

•E
 uropean Union

• Thailand

• France

• Ukraine

• Germany

•U
 nited Kingdom

• India

•U
 nited States

• Indonesia

To learn more about FiscalNote, click here

Access your
workspaces
on the fly with
FiscalNote mobile
Quickly access the information you
need — policy data, contact information,
meeting notes, and more — with
FiscalNote’s mobile app. Notes, actions,
and additional information can be easily
logged through talk-to-text functionality.
You’ll even be able to seamlessly keep
a record of all the folks you’re meeting
with on the go with our built-in business
card scanner.
See how with FiscalNote

Identify and engage with
key stakeholders

Unify all the work being done
in centralized workspaces

Build a network of relationships with
access to profiles for over 85,000 global
government officials. Our stakeholder profiles
include relevant information around each
individual helping you better determine how
to engage with them. You’ll also be able to
add your own custom contacts to ensure no
data is lost. Take it a step further by recording
interactions and engagements in one place
— and you have a digitized database of key
contacts and recent activity at your fingertips

Align on global issues, increase team
efficiency, and share knowledge in
centralized workspaces. Create a single
repository composed of relevant policy
developments, talking points, influential
stakeholders, recent engagements, important
documents, team notes, and more. Increase
connectivity across cross-functional teams,
reduce email traffic, and build a database of
institutional knowledge — no matter where
you are in the world.

Proactively mitigate risks
and identify opportunities

Show your team’s value
and ROI

Staying on top of rapidly developing
policy issues is crucial for building an
effective global strategy. FiscalNote’s
proprietary technology indexes a wide
range of legislative and regulatory policy
developments across several jurisdictions
multiple times a day and automatically
delivers alerts to users via search queries
designed in coordination with our customer
success specialists. Never miss an update
(even if you missed an email) by reviewing
all of your alerts in one place.

Visualize policy trends, monitor engagements
with influential stakeholders, effectively
measure your team’s ROI, and share
these insights across business units with
FiscalNote’s advanced reporting capabilities.
Get a holistic view of your priority issues and
measure your team’s effectiveness with the
click of a button.

To learn more about FiscalNote, click here

FiscalNote is the premier information services company focused on global policy and market
intelligence. By combining AI technology, expert analysis, and legislative, regulatory, and geopolitical
data, FiscalNote is reinventing the way that organizations minimize risk and capitalize on opportunity.
FiscalNote empowers more than 5,000 clients worldwide to monitor, manage, and act on the issues
that matter most to them.
To learn more about FiscalNote and its family of brands, visit FiscalNote.com and follow @FiscalNote.

